Clearvu Design & Consulting

(Edging, weeding and digging through rocks)

Features/Benefits:
Jobs for Challenged Americans.

A Great
Gift!

The original

The BGT™ is a patent pending multipurpose tool that

Hi!

makes weeding, hoeing, trenching, digging and
working in your yard and garden faster and easier!
Triangle shaped head and open interior minimizes dirt
movement.
Built strong for digging through rocks.

The BGT™ is a multipurpose
tool that makes working in the
garden faster and easier!
The Hand-lathed and balanced NW
Hardwood Handle allows more work
with less energy!

“From the outset, I wanted the
BGT™ to be made in America, by
workers with physical and mental
challenges, including our Honored
Wounded Warriors. ”
- Dave K. Lead Designer

PS: $ .90 of each BGT™ is used for
training workers with physical/mental
Challenges and wounded warriors.

The Beveled-edge tip, and saw-tooth™ front/back

“Best garden tool ever!”
Pat Munts, Spokane’s Pro Gardener:

edges, cut through plant material like nothing else
available.
The ergonomically designed and balanced handle
requires less effort, making your chores fun!

Each BGT™ has a simple Lifetime warranty:
If a BGT™ fails to meet a client’s satisfaction
at any time, it can be returned for a
Replacement.
The Small Print
There is a 90 day probation...(between you and
your tool)...for a Refund to the original buyer!

“Once you use it...
You really won’t live without it!”

Become a Friend of the BGT ™, and get
PAID... for Recommending your new tool:
($5.00–$12.00) each depending on quantity .

(Digging a Planting spot)

This is the file we
advise to sharpen the beveled
edge tip
(don’t sharpen
the saw tooth
edges)

The BGT™ is a patent pending
multipurpose tool that makes
Digging, weeding, hoeing,
trenching, and working in your yard
& garden beds faster and easier!

A Great Gift!
“The BGT™ is a tool that once used,
you can’t (or won’t) live without!”
(Patent pending#: 13-239,154)

Contact Dave at:
Dave@BasicGardenTool.com

Contact Dave at:
Dave@BasicGardenTool.com

509-868-7793

509-868-7793

Beveled
Inside
edge

(Making a trench around delicate plants)

(PINK AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITY)

Its triangle head, and open interior
minimizes dirt movement, allowing for
undercutting unwanted plants without
disturbing the surrounding soil.
The Ergonomic Handle starts as a piece of
Northwest hardwood. It is then
hand lathed and balanced to the weight of
the head. The handle is sanded and dipped
in heated linseed oil. Then a final sanding
with steel wool for a lasting, all natural/
organic finish.

All

America
n
New!
Beveled Edges
New KT-B Model

(Patent pending#: 13-239,154)

(The BGT ™ is Patent Pending)

“The Saw-tooth™ front and back edges
and beveled tip cut through plant material

(Pointed head, reversed for precise control)

It’s strength allows digging through rocks.
The BGT’s™ Head is made of tempered
high carbon USA steel, and goes through a
special extreme 4 hour heat-treated process
insuring it’s strength and durability. It’s then
powder coated and baked in a 350° oven
until done.

“We want your BGT™ to be a Tool you
keep, and hand-down as an Heirloom.

The head is attached to the handle with
stainless-steel screws and locknuts to resist
rusting.

Production will always be limited....
To maintain the ‘Blacksmith Quality and
Craftsmanship of Great American
Hand Tools.”

The balanced design of the BGT™
requires a lot less effort.
Your chores become fun!

Each BGT™ has a simple Lifetime warranty:
BGT™ /Ultra models include
Injection molded (patent pending)
Ergonomic Shock Absorbing Handle
With Finger-Grips.
(Available Soon)
(From Altek Mfg. Liberty Lake, WA)

Contact Dave at:

Dave@BasicGardenTool.com
509-868-7793

The one garden tool you
can’t live without!!!

If a BGT™ fails to meet a client’s satisfaction
at any time, it can be returned for a
Replacement.
The Small Print
There is a 90 day probation...(between you and
your tool)...for a Refund to the original buyer!

Contact Dave at:

Dave@BasicGardenTool.com
509-868-7793

